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SIMPLIFIED,
DELEGATED USER
MANAGEMENT

INTUITIVE CMS AND
DOCUMENT
REPOSITORIES

INTERACTIVE
REPORTING ON
DEMAND

Provide external users with access to areas
within your Microsoft 365 through the use
of our powerful EUM Admin tool and highly
customizable, user-friendly Portal.

Enable individuals of all levels of experience
to publish out pages and manage files that
are shared externally.

Our products utilize Power BI Embedded
and Azure AD to provide valuable insights
about your external-facing EUM Portal.

WHO WE ARE

WHAT WE DO
Our product suite empowers organizations
to collaborate and share externally in a
simple, secure, and effective way. Our goal
is to make traditionally IT-heavy tasks low-
fuss and accessible by all. Our products'
customizability ensures that your
organization will get the most out of our
products based on your unique needs.

Extranet User Manager is a brand of
software products owned by Envision IT
Inc., an IT services company that has been a
leader in the Microsoft SharePoint space for
over 10 years and is an established
Microsoft Gold Competency Partner. Our
experienced and dedicated team is driven
towards creating advanced products that
demonstrate best-in-class capabilities with
Microsoft technologies.

EXTRANET USER
MANAGER

Scan to learn more!
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An innovative tool that minimizes reliance on IT
involvement in external user management by

leveraging Azure AD B2B, which allows you to delegate
user administration to both internal and external

stakeholders. 

User-friendly and flexible content management
system that allows you to publish content to a
broad external audience.

A simple and scalable way to externally share
documents within Microsoft 365, while

maintaining your organization's branding.

Instantly generate rich data reports using
Power BI embedded, without purchasing
additional licenses for your users.
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EXTRANET PORTAL
Extranet Portal is the platform that our suite
integrates into. It is a feature rich, fully customized
external-facing portal that showcases your brand
while providing a seamless end user and
administrative experience.


